ABSTRACT In the mixed-criticality (MC) system, it is important to achieve better execution quality for the tasks with low criticality (LO tasks) while guaranteeing the completion of tasks with high criticality (HI tasks). To improve the execution of LO tasks, this paper studies the partition and scheduling for dualcriticality tasks on the homogeneous multiprocessor platform. First, we propose a probability MC (PMC) task model that adds a parameter of overload probability for HI tasks to the classic MC model. Second, we optimize the Earliest Deadline First with Virtual Deadline (EDF-VD) algorithm by switching the criticality of the HI tasks in sequence. Third, we analyze the possible cases in an execution period and calculate the expectation of different criticality stages based on the probability theory. Finally, we propose a partitioning algorithm based on probability (PPDC) for tasks with the PMC model. The experiments confirm the effectiveness of our calculations and show that our algorithm has better performance than the existing partition schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
As integrating applications or functions with different criticality levels into a shared platform becomes an important trend in real-time embedded system nowadays, MixedCriticality system (MC system) has been widely researched and applied to balance the complicated system demands of real-time, energy consumption, computing resource and the hardware size. In MC system, the criticality of application or function means the damage that the system may suffer when the application or function failed in run-time. The higher the criticality is, the more serious the damage is. In the task scheduling area, it is different from the traditional real-time scheduling that the mixed-criticality scheduling has to consider both the priority and the criticality. Though the priority and the criticality are usually not related, it is possible that the task with high priority but low criticality obstructs the task with high criticality. This situation is defined as ''Criticality Inversion'' in MC system which may lead to unacceptable system damage.
To avoid the criticality inversion, the existing research on MC scheduling in recent years mainly focuses on the mechanism of guaranteeing the execution of tasks with high critiThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ligang He. cality (HI tasks). Kinds of schedulability conditions for MC tasks are researched and proposed. However, the schedulability condition has to consider the worst-case situation, which is always too conservative to take full advantage of system resource. Especially, the tasks with low criticality (LO tasks) may be blocked or even discarded to reserve enough system resource for HI tasks. The failure of LO task cannot lead to serious problems of system, but it still has negative influence on some factors such as the accuracy of result or the user experience. So it is also important to improve the execution quality of LO tasks while the HI tasks are guaranteed.
Multiprocessor is another trend in embedded system. Scheduling the MC tasks in multiprocessor platform is a hot topic in recent years. In most of previous works, the mechanism of task partition is proved to be efficient and is widely used. However, the partition strategy are generally based on the conservative MC schedulability condition which is always different from the actual execution in run-time. Optimizing the task partition strategy to suit the practical situation is meaningful for the overall performance of MC scheduling in multi-processor platform.
In MC system, the worst-case execution time(WCET) demand of HI task can be defined by several different agencies with different conservativeness of certification [1] . For example, the WCET estimation from Certification VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ Authorities(CA) may be much more pessimistic than the one assumed by the system designer. In run-time, the actual execution time of a HI task can hardly exceed the CA estimation, but may exceed the system designer's assumption with a probability. In a system that a task releases jobs continuously, the probability is a key parameter for the execution quality of the system. In this paper, we study the dual-criticality task model and scheduling mechanism based on probability in homogeneous multiprocessor platform. The main technical contributions of this paper include:
• We propose a Probability Mixed-Criticality task model(PMC) which adds a parameter of overload probability to the classic MC model for HI task.
• We optimize the EDF-VD algorithm by switching the execution criticality of HI tasks in sequence. This mechanism can reduce the duration of HI stage and improve the execution of LO tasks.
• We analyze the execution of tasks under the PMC model and calculate the mathematical expectation of both LO and HI stage.
• We analyze the key factor of improving the execution of LO tasks and propose a partition algorithm for dualcriticality tasks in homogeneous multi-processor platform.
• With extensive experiments, we show that our model, calculation and algorithm can improve the execution of LO task and make better overall performance than the traditional mechanism.
II. RELATED WORKS A. MC SCHEDULING
As the comprehensive review in [1] , the research on MixedCriticality scheduling has been on for several years. To balance the criticality and priority of tasks, [2] proposed the Mixed-Criticality task model(MC model) which was further studied in [3] - [5] . The earlier research on MC scheduling was on the platform of uniprocessor. A lot of algorithms were proposed based on the MC model, in which the EDF-VD was the most popular one [6] - [9] . With the progress of the research, the main target of MC scheduling had turned from guaranteeing the execution of HI tasks [10] - [14] , such as the schedulability condition or speedup factor, to executing the LO tasks as much as possible. References [15] - [19] had proposed several mechanisms to execute LO tasks in HI mode, which can optimize the execution of LO tasks. Reference [20] proposed an IMC model, which allowed the LO tasks to execute in HI mode with degraded quality. Otherwise, the probability theory was implemented in MC scheduling, too. References [21] , [22] calculated the probability of a task missing its deadline, and decided the switching time by comparing the probability with a threshold value to delay the criticality switch and improve the execution quality of LO tasks. With the multiprocessor being an important trend in the embedded system, the MC scheduling on multiprocessor were studied. Be similar to the traditional real-time scheduling on multiprocessor, there are two classical approaches to the multiprocessor scheduling: Partition scheduling and Global scheduling [23] . In the area of global scheduling, [24] proposed an EDF based algorithm of fpEDF, and the schedulability analysis was studied in [9] . Compared to the global scheduling, the partition scheduling was thought to be the better way to deal with the mixed criticality tasks on multiprocessor for the better schedulability. The existing research on multiprocessor were mainly partition scheduling. The MC-Partition algorithm expanded the EDF-VD to the multiprocessor platform [25] . Some classic heuristic algorithms, such as First-Fit Decreasing (FFD), Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD) and Worst-Fit Decreasing (WFD) [26] , [27] , were used in the MC scheduling. A new heuristic algorithm based on criticality was also proposed [28] . The Hybrid Partition algorithm [29] was thought to be effectively in improving the task schedulability. References [30] , [31] proposed partition algorithms, too.
B. EDF-VD
In the existing research on MC scheduling, Earliest Deadline First with Virtual Deadline(EDF-VD) [6] is a very popular algorithm to deal with the dual-criticality tasks. EDF-VD computes a virtual deadline for every HI task in LO mode which can promote the priority of HI tasks in LO mode. In an uniprocessor, the EDF-VD runs as follows:
• The system is initialed in LO mode. A scale factor
x(x ≤ 1) is computed and every HI task gets a virtual deadline scaled by x.
• All the LO tasks and HI tasks with virtual deadline are scheduled by EDF in LO mode.
• If any HI job has been executed for the WCET in LO mode without declaring completion, the system switches to HI mode. All the LO jobs are discarded. Only the HI jobs can be scheduled in HI mode. The deadline of HI tasks returns back to the original deadline. The system will not check whether a HI job is overload in LO mode. Then the system is scheduled by EDF.
• When the processor is idle and no job is available in the schedule queue, the system switches back to LO mode. The speedup factor of EDF-VD is proved to be 4/3. The schedulability condition of EDF-VD is: And it is also proved that if the utilization in an uniprocessor can meet the condition of:
where U LO (U HI ) is the total utilization of task set in LO(HI) mode, the task set can be scheduled by EDF-VD.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we introduce the Probability Mixed-Criticality task model which adds a parameter of overload probability for the HI tasks to the classical MC task model. In this paper, a dual-criticality task set = {T 1 , T 2 , ..., T n } including n implicit-deadline periodic tasks is scheduled on m homogeneous processors. Without loss of generatlity, we assume that all tasks in are started at instant 0. Each task generates an infinite sequence of jobs{J i,1 , J i,2 , ...} periodically, where J i,j presents the j th job released by T i . A task T i is characterized by:
• D i is the relative deadline of T i . As the task is implicitdeadline, D i is also the interval between 2 consecutive jobs.
• χ i = {HI , LO} is the criticality of 
• a i,j presents the absolute arrive time. And a i,j+1 − a i,j = D i .
• d i,j presents the absolute deadline. And d i,j+1 = a i,j +D i .
• χ i and ω i are the same as the definition in T i .
• c i,j is the execution time allocated by the system. When the system runs in LO mode, c i,j = C LO i . When the system runs in HI mode, a HI job has c i,j = C LO i , the LO jobs are discarded. In run time, if any job J i,j can be completed after executing for C LO i , the system runs in LO mode. However, if any HI job J i,j has executed for C LO i but is still not completed, the system switches to HI mode. In LO mode, the system is correct only if all jobs can meet its deadline. But in HI mode, the system is correct when all HI jobs can meet the deadline, the LO jobs are not guaranteed.
In this paper, there are m(m > 1) processors of
.., P m }. All processors are homogeneous which means a job has the same execution time demand in every processor. We partition tasks offline before run-time. A task T i being assigned to processor P r (r ≤ m) is written by T i → P r . After partition, the tasks allocated to processor P r is defined as r . If the task set is partitioned successfully,
The utilization is an important tool in scheduling theory. We define the following utilizations in this paper as:
.
• For a processor P r and the task set r , the utilization of processor is:
IV. THE OPTIMIZED EDF-VD
In this section, we firstly introduce an algorithm of Optimized EDF-VD(O-EDF-VD), which switches the criticality of HI tasks in sequence. Then, we analyze the schedulability of our algorithm and prove that the O-EDF-VD has the same schedulability condition as EDF-VD.
A. SWITCH HI TASKS IN SEQUENCE
The EDF-VD algorithm has been proved to be valid in scheduling the dual-criticality tasks, which guarantees the execution of HI tasks and keeps the system reliable. However, the execution of LO tasks can be optimized to improve the overall performance of the system. In EDF-VD, when the system switches the criticality to HI, all the LO tasks will be discarded, and will be restarted only when the system is idle and the criticality is switched back to LO. So the length of HI mode stage is a key factor for the LO tasks. In the HI mode of EDF-VD, system reserves the HI WCET execution time for every HI job. But actually, a part of the HI tasks may never release a job which needs an execution time more than the LO WCET. It is a kind of waste for the execution resource.
In this paper, we propose an Optimized EDF-VD(O-EDF-VD) algorithm to optimize the execution of LO tasks. It differs from the EDF-VD that when an overload occurs in LO mode, not all the HI tasks can get full execution time of HI WCET, but just the ones ever overload can get more execution time. For the LO tasks that never overload in the current period, the system reserves execution time of LO WCET for every released job, and checks whether an overload happens even in HI mode when a HI job has executed for a period of time that equals to its LO WCET. If an overload occurs, the HI task is labeled and the system will reserve HI WCET for the subsequent released by the HI task until the system idles. In this mechanism, the criticality of different HI tasks is switched in sequence, which can reduce the resource allocated to the HI tasks in HI mode, and the duration of HI mode can be shorter than the one in EDF-VD. The O-EDF-VD is run in an uniprocessor P r as following:
• The system is initialed in LO mode. System reserves the execution time of C LO i for every job. For a LO task T i , the deadline of
, where x is computed similarly to the EDF-VD that: Then the system starts to schedule the available jobs by EDF.
• If any overload that a HI job J i,j has executed for C LO i without declaring completion occurs in LO mode, the system switches to HI mode. All available LO jobs are discarded and no LO jobs will be accepted in the period. The deadline of any HI job J i,j is modified to
The task that released the overload job is labeled, the subsequent jobs will get execution time of C HI i . The other tasks keep the execution time of C LO i for their jobs.
• In HI mode, if a HI job released by an unlabeled task overloads, the task is labeled and the subsequent jobs will get execution time of C HI i .
• When the processor is idle, the system is initialed to LO mode.
B. THE SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS
We analyze the schedulability of O-EDF-VD in this section to prove that our algorithm has the same schedulability condition as EDF-VD.
Theorem 1:
In an uniprocessor P r , if a task set r is EDF-VD schedulable, it is O-EDF-VD schedulable.
Proof: As mentioned before, the schedulability condition of EDF-VD in an uniprocessor P r is that
We will prove that the O-EDF-VD has the same schedulability condition.
Consider the situation in Fig.1 . Without loss of generality, the period starts at time 0. t * is the moment that the system switches criticality to HI. t f is the moment of system failure, which means that a HI job misses its deadline at t f by the first time in the period. a 1 is the earliest arrive moment of all jobs executed after t * , so t * ∈ [a 1 , t f ]. a i is the first moment that a HI job released by HI task T i overload and T i switches its criticality to HI, so
Claim 1: In [0, t f ], the total execution time η i of any LO task T i in processor P r satisfies:
Consider that at a 1 , a HI job J 1 which has the earliest arrive time in the jobs executed after t * is released. Every job executed after a 1 has earlier deadline than the virtual deadline vd 1 of J 1 , where
which means that any LO job executed in [a 1 , t * ] has a deadline earlier than vd 1 . η i satisfies:
Claim 2: In [0, t f ], the total execution time η i of any HI task T i in processor P r satisfies:
There are 3 situations to analyze. In the first situation, the HI task T i does not release any job after a 1 . The last job J i,last released by T i has a virtual deadline vd i,last that:
The actual deadline of J i,last has:
In this situation, the cumulative execution time of T i is:
In the second situation, T i releases jobs after a 1 which is executed in HI mode without overload. The cumulative execution time of T i has:
For x ≤ 1:
In the third situation, T i releases jobs after a 1 , and at some moments a i ∈ [t * , t f ), one of the jobs overloads. The execution of T i can be divided to 3 stages: The cumulative execution time of T i is the summation of execution in 3 stages that:
For a i ≥ a 1 and u LO i ≤ u HI i :
From the above, in every situation, Claim 2 is true. According to Claim 1 and Claim 2, the cumulative execution of task set r in processor P r is:
For the system is schedulable in LO mode, U LO LO (P r ) + U LO HI (P r ) x ≤ 1, so:
The processor is always busy in [0, t f ]. When a HI job fails at t f , we get:
As shown above, a task set r can be scheduled in processor P r if xU LO LO (P r ) + U HI HI (P r ) ≤ 1, which is the same as schedulability condition of EDF-VD. It means that if a task set is EDF-VD schedulable, it is also O-EDF-VD schedulable.
V. THE MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION OF EXECUTION TIME IN O-EDF-VD
In this section, we discuss the mathematical expectation of execution time on an uniprocessor scheduled by O-EDF-VD.
A. THE MAX BUSY INTERVAL IN LO MODE
In an uniprocessor which schedules dual-criticality task set by O-EDF-VD, the max busy interval in LO mode is defined as t LO , which represents the max length of execution time if the system keeps in LO mode. In a max busy interval, 1)the system is idle at the beginning of the interval; 2)there is at least one job released at the beginning of the interval; 3)at the end of the interval, all jobs are completed and the system returns back to idle.
To compute t LO , we assume that there is no overload in LO mode. So it can be construed as a traditional real-time scheduling by EDF. Any HI job J i,j can be characterized as:J i,j = {a i,j , a i,j +xD i , C LO i , HI }, and any LO job J i,j can be characterized as: 
The mechanism of EDF keeps the processor busy during [0, t LO ], and
At any moment that satisfies (5), every job scheduled in the processor can be completed because the system supplies enough execution time for every job. The minimum one is the first time that all jobs are completed in the worst case. We define the max busy interval by:
Definition 1: In a given uniprocessor P r , the max busy interval is the minimal solution of t LO in
If there is no overload in LO mode, a period is always less than the max busy interval. In the analysis of mathematical expectation in LO stage, we just have to consider the situation with a period that less than t LO .
B. THE RESPONSE TIME OF HI JOB IN LO MODE
In LO mode, an overload of any HI job will stop the LO stage, the system switches to HI mode, and the LO tasks will not be executed until the next period. The execution of LO tasks is not only related to the parameter of period and WCET, but is also related to the execution of HI jobs in LO mode. The later the switch happens, the more LO tasks execute.
Consider a HI job J i,j . Assume that there is no overload before the virtual deadline vd i,j . Let R i,j be the moment when J i,j gets the execution time of C LO i or completed. If J i,j does not declare completion at R i,j , an overload occurs and the system switches to HI mode. We define R i,j as the response time of J i,j .
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In LO mode, the virtual deadline of J i,j is vd i,j = a i,j +xD i . Apparently, R i,j ≤ vd i,j ≤ t LO . As the tasks in this paper are periodic dual-criticality tasks, a i,j = (j − 1)D i . So we get:
On the other hand, HI task T i has released j jobs between [0, R i,j ]. The cumulative execution time of T i is η i = jC LO i . In the same interval, the system executes in LO mode, in which any other task T k releases
jobs at most. The cumulative execution time of T k is:
And:
So:
From (6) and (7), R i,j satisfies that:
C. THE MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION OF LO STAGE
In O-EDF-VD, the LO stage is ended when an overload occurs, or the system will end in no more than the max busy interval t LO . In LO stage, the criticality switch happens at every response time of HI jobs. At the response time R i,j of HI job J i,j , if J i,j declares completion, the system keeps in LO mode. Respectively, if J i,j does not declare completion, an overload occurs. Then the system ends the LO stage and switches to HI mode. A HI job with PMC model has a probability ω i of overload in run-time. At the response time of a HI job J i,j , the overload of J i,j is a discrete stochastic event. A HI job has the probability of ω i to overload, and the probability of 1 − ω i to keep in LO mode.
At R i,j , if J i,j does not declare completion, an overload occurs. We define the event as A(J i,j ), of which the probability is P(J i,j ).
If A(J i,j ) happens, the following conditions have to be met:
• Before R i,j , all HI jobs with higher priority do not overload. For any of the HI tasks T k , there are
jobs at most with higher priority than J i,j , any of which has a probability of 1 − ω k with no overload.
• The first j − 1 jobs of HI task T i do not overload, any of which has a probability of 1 − ω k .
• J i,j overloads at R i,j , the probability of which is ω i . According to the calculative method of discrete stochastic event, the probability that A(J i,j ) happens is:
In time interval [0, R i,j ], HI task T i releases j jobs totally, and j = R i,j D i + 1, so we can modify (9) to
When A(J i,j ) occurs, the system switches to HI mode at R i,j , and the LO stage is stopped with a time interval of [0,
If no overload happens in LO stage, the system will keep in LO mode until system idles. As shown in (5), the max length of the LO stage is t LO . We define this situation as event A(null), with the probability of P
(null). If event A(null) happens, no HI job will overload in the period of [0, t LO ]. Any other HI task T k releases t LO D k
jobs in the period without overload. And every non-overload has a probability of 1−ω k . So the probability that A(null) happens is
If A(null) happens, the length of LO stage is t LO .
According to the calculative method of mathematical expectation, the expectation of a discrete stochastic system is the summation of the product of the probability of all possible events and their value. In the situation of this section, the expectation of LO stage when scheduling task set r on an uniprocessor E LO (P r ) is
D. THE MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION OF HI TASK IN HI MODE
When an overload happens in LO stage, the system switches criticality to HI. As shown in Fig.1, let 
Let P HI (T i , 1) be the probability of case 1. As any job released by T i may lead to the criticality switch, the probability of case 1 is the summation of the probability for every possible job's overload. So
In (14),
presents the max jobs number released by T i in LO stage. R i,j is the response time of J i,j according to (8) .
In case 3, T i never overloads in the period. Every job executes no more than C LO i . In [t * , t f ], the execution expectation of T i in case 3 is defined as E HI (T i , 3):
The probability of case 3 is defined as P(T i , 3). If case 3 happens in [t * , t f ], no job overloads with a probability of 1
In case 2, as there are only 3 cases together, the probability is
We now analyze the execution expectation of case 2. In [t * , t f ], let h i be the number of jobs released by T i , and
. Without loss of generality, assume that the k th (1 ≤ k ≤ h i ) job after t * overloads with the arrive time a i . If this happens, the first k − 1 jobs do not overload with a probability of 1 − ω i and are executed for no more than C LO i . The k th job overloads with a probability of ω i . The last h i − k + 1 jobs are executed for no more than C HI i . The probability that T i overloads by the k th job is P k (T i ):
And the cumulative execution time in [t * , t f ] will be
We now know that P k (T i )η i (k) is the execution expectation when T i overloads by the k th job in HI stage. The execution expectation for HI task T i in case 2 is the summation of the probability for all possible k. That is
According to the calculation method of geometric sequence, we know that:
After substituting (21) (22) to (20) and simplifying, we get the execution expectation for T i in case 2:
Considering the probability of the above three cases and the corresponding execution expectation, it can be known that the execution time expectation of HI task T i in time interval [t * , t f ] is:
E. THE MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION OF HI STAGE
According to (24) , the cumulative execution expectation of a HI task T i in interval [t * , t f ] is the summation of expectation of 3 different cases. As shown in (13), (15) and (23) 
F. THE MATHEMATICAL EXPECTATION OF A PERIOD
To discuss the total expectation E all (P r ) of a whole period in processor P r , we analyze 2 possible cases: 1) there is no HI stage in the period; 2) there are LO stage and HI stage in the period.
In the first case of no HI stage, there is no overload in the period. As shown in (11), the probability of the case is P(null), and the length of the period is E all 1 (P r ) = t LO as shown in (5). Respectively, the probability of the second case with both LO and HI stage in the period is 1 − P(null). The expectation of LO stage in this case is E LO (P r ) − t LO P(null). After the LO stage, the system switches criticality to HI, and the HI stage has an expectation of E HI (P r ) as shown in (24) . So the total length E all 2 (P r ) of the period in case 2 is E all
Considering the 2 cases, we can get the expectation of period as:
VI. PARTITION DUAL-CRITICALITY TASKS BASED ON PROBABILITY
In this section, we firstly analyze the key factor of execution rate for LO tasks. Then we design a partition mechanism for dual-criticality task set based on probability and propose a partition algorithm.
A. THE KEY FACTOR OF EXECUTION RATE OF LO TASKS
In the scheduling of dual-criticality tasks, the LO tasks are executed just in LO stage. In a processor P r , the expectation of LO stage in a period is shown as (12) . For a LO task T i , the expectation of execution time δ(T i ) in a period with an expectation length of E All (P r ) is:
In an expectation period, LO task T i releases jobs for E All (P r ) D i times. If every job can be completed, the cumulative execution time ε(T i ) of T i is :
And the expectation of execution rate ϒ(
As shown in (29) , the execution rate of a LO task is just related to the proportion of LO stage in a whole period.
The execution of HI tasks can be guaranteed by the scheduling mechanism in an uniprocessor. It is not meaningful to discuss the execution rate of HI tasks.
B. THE PARTITION ALGORITHM
We research the scheduling mechanism of n dual-criticality tasks with PMC model on m homogeneous processors. We pursue the better execution of LO tasks while guaranteeing the execution of HI tasks. There are 2 parts in the mechanism, the O-EDF-VD algorithm run in an uniprocessor, and the partition algorithm which divides the tasks to the processors. We analyze the partition algorithm in this subsection.
We adopt a greedy strategy in partition. As a Lo task T i can be executed just in LO stage, the key factor of T i is the utilization u LO i which can affect the performance of the partition. So we sort the LO tasks decreased by u LO i . For a HI task T i , it will be executed in the whole period, the utilizations in different modes have to be considered. And in the PMC model, the overload of HI jobs follows the certain probability, which is also a key factor of partition. We define the multipurpose utilization of HI task T i as: (30) and sort the HI tasks decreased by u m i . In partition, we handle the HI tasks firstly. As the HI tasks are guaranteed, we would better consider the execution of LO tasks even when we partition the HI tasks. According to the analysis in the former sections, we know that there are 2 key factors for HI tasks to affect the execution of LO tasks:
• The utilization in LO mode. The less utilization HI tasks take, the more LO tasks can get. As the schedulability condition of O-EDF-VD in an uniprocessor is max(U LO (P r ), U HI (P r )) ≤ 3 4 , the utilization for LO tasks is 3 4 − U LO HI (P r ) at most.
• The expectation of execution rate of LO tasks. As shown in (29) , the execution rate of LO tasks is determined by the proportion of LO stage in the whole period. When we partition the HI tasks, we hope that the value of E LO (P r )/E All (P r ) can be bigger. According to the factors mentioned above, we define the greedy factor of a HI task T i in processor P r as:
Based on the previous analysis, we propose a Partition algorithm based on Probability for Dual-Criticality tasks(PPDC) as Algorithm1.
C. EXTENDING TO MULTI-CRITICALITY PROBLEM
In this paper, we discuss the system with 2 criticalities. When the problem is extended to multi-criticality which is generally implemented widely, such as the automotive system with 5 criticalities, our techniques should be improved to suit the new demands.
Firstly, the probability will be redefined to fit the multi criticality situation. As the actual execution time of a job 
end if 10: end for 11: Find the processor P r with the max H i (P j ) > 0; 12: if P r exist then 13: T i → P r ;
14:
else 15: return FAILURE; 16: end if 17: end for 18: for every LO task T i do 19: for every processor P r do 20 :
Calculate E LO (P j )/E All (P j ); 22: else 23: E LO (P j )/E All (P j ) = −1;
24:
end if 25: end for 26: Find the processor P r with the max E LO (P j )/E All (P j ) > 0; 27: if P r exist then 28: T i → P r ; 29: else 30: return FAILURE; 31: end if 32: end for 33: return SUCCESS; is a value related to the system status which cannot be detected beforehand, it is necessary to consider the multi probabilities of the actual execution time corresponding to the multi criticalities.
Secondly, the analysis of expectation will be different. We will have to consider the discrete random events that a job is executed in any possible criticality. The analysis of expectations will be more complicated because the system criticality may be switched to any higher one with an overload of any job with a criticality high enough. The partition strategy will be improved with the new consideration of the expectation, too.
Finally, the scheduling algorithm in uniprocessor should be improved. The O-EDF-VD algorithm is for the dualcriticality problem, which will be improved to adapt to the multi-criticality situation, or some new strategies should be proposed. The multi-criticality problem is one of the most important future works for our team.
VII. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we verify the theory and algorithms proposed in this paper by simulation and analysis.
A. GENERATE THE TASK SET
In this paper, the task set is executed in m homogeneous processors. We generate the task set according to the parameters shown in Table. 1, where:
• m ∈ [2, 8] is the number of processors.
• U avg = (U LO + U HI )/2 is the average utilization of an uniprocessor. In the practical application, it is inaccuracy to verify the algorithm's performance when U avg < 0.2. And the schedulability condition needs the utilization less than 0.75. So we set U avg ∈ [0.2, 0.7].
• u_LO is the utilization of any LO task in LO mode.
• u_HI is the utilization of any HI task in HI mode.
• λ is the proportion of utilization for a HI task's WCET in different modes.
• D is the range of period for any task.
• HI _Rate is the rate of HI tasks in the whole task set.
• O_Rate is the average overload probability(AOP) for HI task with PMC model, which is the key dependent variable in the simulation. We generate the tasks as following steps: 1) Randomly generate the value of m. 2) Calculate the max utilization of the task set as U All = U avg × m ± 0.1, where 0.1 is the acceptable error range. 3) Generate tasks one by one randomly based on the parameters mentioned above until the U All matches the default value. When generating a task, we first randomly generate the criticality of the task, and then the period. If the task is a LO task, we generate the value of C LO i by u_LO. Respectively, if the task is a HI task, we generate the value of C HI i by u_HI and then generate the value of C LO i by HI _Rate. 4) The probability of overload for a HI task is a normal distribution with respect to O_Rate.
B. COMPARE O-EDF-VD WITH EDF-VD
As the O-EDF-VD is the optimization of EDF-VD, we compare the 2 algorithms in this section to verify the performance of our algorithm. Especially, we compare the algorithms in VOLUME 7, 2019 two ways: 1) we compare the length of HI stage under different overload probabilities; 2) we compare the completion rate of LO jobs. The simulation is carried out as following: 1) Generating a task set which can meet the schedulability condition on an uniprocessor. 2) Scheduling the task set on the same processor by O-EDF-VD and EDF-VD for 1000 periods, separately. 3) Recording the length of HI stage in every period, and the number of completed LO jobs. 4) Repeat the steps above for 100 times, and take the average value as the result. As shown in Table. 2, we observe the following trends: 1) With the increase of AOP, the completion rate of LO jobs decreases apparently. When the overload probability is around 0.35, the descending speed reaches the peak. 2) With the increase of AOP, the proportion of HI stage in a period increases. And the speed reaches the peak when the overload probability is also around 0.35. 3) The O-EDF-VD has better performance in both the completion rate of the LO tasks and the proportion of HI stage in a period. There is a 5% to 10% improvement in the completion rate of LO tasks and a 10% savings or so in the proportion of HI stage.
C. THE VALIDITY OF EXPECTATION
We verify the validity of expectation in this section as following: 1) Generating a task set for an uniprocessor which meets the schedulability condition. 2) Calculating the expectation of LO stage and HI stage as shown in Sec.V. 3) Scheduling the task set by O-EDF-VD for 1000 periods on the uniprocessor, recording the length of LO stage and HI stage, separately. 4) Repeating the steps above for 100 times, and take the average value as the result. 5) Comparing the expectation and the actual result and analyzing. As shown in the relationship between the expectation(actual result) of LO stage and HI stage. We can observe that the actual lengths of both LO stage and HI stage are closed to the expectation value. The error is within 5%. As the times of repetition in the simulation is 100, the margin of error is optimistic. On the other hand, we also observe that the bigger the overload probability is, the more effective the result is.
D. THE PERFORMANCE OF PPDC
To verify the performance of PPDC, we implement 2 mixedcriticality partition algorithms of MC-Partition [25] and Hybrid Partition [29] . MC-partition is a classic partition algorithm, which assigns the task to the first processor that meets the schedulability condition. Hybrid Partition is an optimization for classic algorithms of WFD, FFD and BFD, and is proved to be efficient to deal with the dual-criticality task set. With fully consider of the task attributes, Hybrid Partition algorithm handles the HI tasks by WFD, and handles the LO tasks by FFD. Based on the partition results of the 2 algorithms, we schedule the task set on every uniprocessor by O-EDF-VD and EDF-VD, separately.
We verify the PPDC performance by partitioning the random task set with PPDC and the combination of different partition algorithms and schedule algorithms for more than 1000 periods. Then we record the completion rate of LO jobs in different situations of 100 repetitions.
As shown in Table. 4, we can easily observe that the PPDC has better performance than Hybrid Partition, when Hybrid Partition has better performance than MC-Partition. If the task set is partitioned and scheduled by Hybrid Partition and O-EDF-VD, the PPDC has a 5%-10% improvement than Hybrid Partition. And the improvement becomes better with the increase of AOP. Compared to the MC-Partition+EDF-VD, the improvement rate of PPDC is about 15%.
The result of simulation shows that the mechanism based on probability and expectation proposed in this paper is efficient in partitioning the dual-criticality tasks. Among the 3 partition algorithms, when the MC-Partition just certificates the schedulability, and the Hybrid Partition takes different methods to deal with the tasks with different criticalities without considering the run-time situation, the PPDC fully considers the possible cases in actual execution and analyzes the cases by probability theory, which is the reason for the improvement of performance.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Probability MixedCriticality (PMC) task model which adds a parameter of overload probability for HI tasks. To improve the execution of LO tasks, we optimize the EDF-VD by switching the criticality of HI tasks in HI mode in sequence. We then prove that our O-EDF-VD has the same schedulability condition as EDF-VD. Based on the PMC model, we analyze the cases in a period, and calculate the expectation of LO stage, HI stage and the whole stage. The expectations are then used to analyze the key factor of execution for dual-criticality tasks. Then we propose a Partition algorithm based on Probability for Dual-Criticality(PPDC). The simulation results show that our calculation and algorithms are efficient to schedule the dual-criticality tasks on multiprocessor platform. 
